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Renowned master teacher Eric Franklin has thoroughly updated his classic text, Dance Imagery for

Technique and Performance, providing dancers and dance educators with a deep understanding of

how they can use imagery to improve their dancing and artistic expression in class and in

performance.   These features are new to this edition:   â€¢Two chapters include background,

history, theory, and uses of imagery.   â€¢294 exercises offer dancers and dance educators greater

opportunities to experience how imagery can enhance technique and performance.   â€¢133

illustrations facilitate the use of imagery to improve technique, artistic expression, and performance. 

 â€¢Four exercises taught by Franklin and available on HKâ€™s website help dancers with essential

rest and relaxation techniques.   Franklin provides hundreds of imagery exercises to refine

improvisation, technique, and choreography. The 295 illustrations cover the major topics in the

book, showing exercises to use in technique, artistic expression, and performance. In addition,

Franklin supplies imagery exercises that can restore and regenerate the body through massage,

touch, and stretching. And he offers guidance in using imagery to convey information about a

dancerâ€™s steps and to clarify the intent and content of movement.   This new edition of Dance

Imagery for Technique and Performance can be used with Franklinâ€™s Dynamic Alignment

Through Imagery, Second Edition, or on its own. Either way, readers will learn how to combine

technical expertise with imagery skills to enrich their performance, and they will discover methods

they can use to explore how imagery connects with dance improvisation and technique.   Dance

Imagery for Technique and Performance uses improvisation exercises to help readers investigate

new inner landscapes to create and communicate various movement qualities, provides guidelines

for applying imagery in the dance class, and helps dancers expand their repertoire of

expressiveness in technique and performance across ballet, modern, and contemporary dance.  

This expanded edition of Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance supplies imagery tools for

enhancing or preparing for performance, and it introduces the importance of imagery in dancing and

teaching dance. Franklinâ€™s method of using imagery in dance is displayed throughout this

lavishly illustrated book, and the research from scientific and dance literature that supports

Franklinâ€™s method is detailed.   The text, exercises, and illustrations make this book a practical

resource for dancers and dance educators alike.
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The Franklin method has proved invaluable to our students at the Juilliard School in New York City

for the past several years.Â Learning how to use mental imagery and functional anatomy for dance

augments our training program beautifully because it is clear, precise, and useful in every way for

any dancer. The students have found it revelatory!   Lawrence Rhodes--Director of the Dance

Division, The Juilliard School

Eric Franklin is director and founder of the Institute for Franklin Method in Wetzikon, Switzerland. He

has more than 35 years of experience as a dancer and choreographer, and he has shared imagery

techniques in his teaching since 1986.   Franklin has taught extensively throughout the United

States and Europe at the Julliard School in New York, Royal Ballet School in London, Danish Ballet

in Copenhagen, Dance Academy of Rome, and Institute for Psychomotor Therapy in Zurich. He was

also a guest lecturer at the University of Vienna. He has provided training to Olympic and

world-champion athletes and professional dance troupes such as Cirque du Soleil and the Forum

de Dance in Monte Carlo. Franklin earned a BFA from New York University's Tisch School of the

Arts and a BS from the University of Zurich. He has been on the faculty of the American Dance

Festival since 1991.   Franklin is coauthor of the best-selling book Breakdance, which received a

New York City Public Library Prize in 1984, and author of 100 Ideen fÃ¼r Beweglichkeit and Dance

Imagery for Technique and Performance (both books about imagery in dance and movement). He is

a member of the International Association for Dance Medicine and Science.   Franklin lives near

Zurich, Switzerland.



This book is worth it's weight in GOLD. It is the answer to any dancers (or indeed non-dancer's)

prayer. If you want to improve ANYTHING- it's in here. Arabesque, plie, turns, jumps, releve... and

most importantly the science and anatomy is immediately applicable so that you get results fast. I've

been using the Franklin Method and keys from Eric's books for years and I can honestly say they

work and are the most ground-breaking, heart-expanding, delightful dancing experience. I wish I

had always danced in this way. Thank you Eric! I love you!

This is a book for everyone, not only dancers, yoga or Pilates teachers. It is a book to support you in

embodying your original healthy design - body and mind. Terrific.

Excellent book in very good shape!

This book is for anyone interested in movement. The research review and exposition of effective

visualization is exceptional: thorough, up-to-date, clearly written.

I have long been interested in dance and began ballroom dancing later in life. Wanting to improve

my technique, I discovered Franklin's book to be vey valuable as his approach combines mind and

body and builds on previous work from sports imagery. When I take the time to do the exercises, I

see immediate improvement as many of the exercises are applicable to all forms of dance.My only

"complaint", there are so many exercises, I see myself using this book for years to come.

Is a very practical guide for dancers. Highly recommend it to fellow dancers who seek to improve

their dance techniques.

Great book, I love the imagery!

The book in itself is nice but I was looking for more coloured pictures
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